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‘Co-operation in engineering is extremely important. I noticed that I often had to introduce 

colleagues to each other, particularly professors who had been working at this faculty for many 

years. Cohesion projects are part of making that co-operation happen - it gives upcoming 

generations a reason to knock on the door so that 10 years from now, they at least know each 

other.’

Prof. Theun Baller, former dean of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering 

A Reason to Knock  
on the Door 

This was the motivation behind the concept of Cohesion 

projects launched in 2014 – an opportunity for young 

researchers to apply for funding to work on a project 

with researchers in other departments within the faculty.

What follows in this booklet is a testament to the 

success of ‘Cohesion’ - a selection of past and present 

projects that have led, not only to spinoffs, patent 

applications and prestigious publications, but also to 

new insights, friendships, long-lasting partnerships 

and the opportunity to discover the advantages of 

collaboration in tackling 21st Century technology 

and engineering challenges. And for young scientists 

Cohesion projects are a great way to get a foot on 

the career ladder, paving the way to future grant 

applications.

Innovations often happen in areas of overlap between 

people’s expertise, so by encouraging scientists 

in different disciplines to work together, Cohesion 

projects can sometimes throw up unexpected benefits 

or opportunities in the form of a new concept or an 

innovative line of research. In the 88 Cohesion projects 

that have happened so far, each department has 

collaborated at least once with every other department 

within the faculty, with the 17 partnerships between 

BioMechanical Engineering and Precision and 

Microsystems Engineering currently leading the field.

Cohesion partners Manon Kok at the Delft Center for 

Systems and Control and Rudy Helmons at Maritime and 

Transportation Technology: 

‘I think our Cohesion project is a really nice example 

of starting off something that we were not working 

on and also other people were not working on and so 

there’s a lot of room for exploring new things. That’s the 

nice thing about a Cohesion project, you have absolute 

freedom in any direction that is valid - and it’s lovely!’
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‘We met at a TU Delft recruiting event,’ explains Alejandro M. Aragón 

of 3mE’s Department of Precision and Microsystems Engineering 

(PME), referring to his Cohesion project partner, Jovana Jovanova 

of the Department of Maritime and Transport Technology (MTT). 

‘And we thought it would be nice to collaborate as we have 

complementary expertise. Jovana’s research is focused on adaptive 

structures and systems, particularly from the side of application-

driven design experiments, and I am more from the theoretical and 

modelling side of things so it’s really a nice way to complement one 

another.’

Europe’s commitment to a rapid energy transition demands more sources 

of renewable energy including more and bigger wind turbines in the North 

Sea. A common way to install a wind turbine is to hammer a monopile 

foundation into the seabed but this is an extremely noisy process and 

harmful to marine life. As part of a Cohesion project, researchers from 

different departments of the Faculty of Mechanical, Maritime and Materials 

Engineering (3mE) have developed a metamaterial interface to filter out 

the sound energy that is harming marine biodiversity.

Metamaterials to reduce 
Noise Disruption during 
Installation of Wind Turbines

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING IN THE MIX 9

‘When the proposals for the Cohesion projects 

came along, we thought that was a great 

opportunity to kick-start our collaboration’

‘We met at a TU Delft 

recruiting event...And we 

thought it would be nice 

to collaborate as we have 

complementary expertise’
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‘When the proposals for the Cohesion projects came along, we thought that was a great 

opportunity to kick-start our collaboration,’ continues Jovanova, whose expertise is in 

the design of smart structures and systems. ‘We knew about this issue with the wind 

turbine monopile noise and as Alejandro had already been working on metamaterials for 

suppressing noise, and I had experience with vibration control of structures, we thought why 

don’t we combine forces and come up with a solution that is different from the ones that 

people have already tried.’ These solutions include wrapping the monopile in a curtain of 

air bubbles, which works but only reduces high-frequency noise. So Jovanova and Aragón 

decided to target the more disruptive lower frequencies.

PATENT APPLICATION

One year into a four-year PhD project, the team, augmented by PhD candidate Ana Azevedo 

Vasconcelos (MTT), has come up with a solution that is so promising, they have just filed for 

a patent under the title ‘Load transfer interface, system for selectively applying a mechanical 

load to an object, method for designing a load transfer interface, and method for driving an 

object into the ground.’ 

Aragón: ‘Our idea is actually very far from what 

we initially envisaged, which was to encapsulate 

the monopile within another cylindrical structure 

containing resonators. But that would require a 

massive structure.’ Typically a monopile is a steel 

cylinder more than 50 metres in length and nine 

metres in diameter. ‘Then we thought why don’t 

we just go straight to the source of the noise and 

place something between the hammer and the 

interface to isolate the frequencies that are responsible for causing the noise. This is where 

we started thinking about the concept of a meta-interface - something you place between the 

energy input and the structure, to reduce the propagation of harmful frequencies.’

NATURAL FREQUENCIES

With this idea in mind, Azevedo Vasconcelos ran simulations and discovered that the highest 

levels of noise corresponded to the natural frequencies of the monopile itself. ‘All structures 

vibrate at their own frequencies and the impacting hammer used to drive the monopile 

into the seabed activates a range of the monopile’s natural low frequencies.’ Using this 

information, the team was able to design a metamaterial-based interface - that is a structure 

engineered to have a particular functionality, in this case the attenuation of the specific 

low frequency range causing the noise. Jovana: ‘Knowing the level of noise proscribed 

by the regulations, Ana designed the periodic unit cell – that’s the basic building-block of 

the metamaterial - and then modelled this entire complex system with the seabed and the 

monopile. When she added the meta-interface and the hammer’s input force, she realised 

that if this complex system was layered in a particular sequence, the noise would be reduced 

to within the allowable limits.’ 

 

From left to right: Jovana Jovanova of the 
Department of Maritime and Transport 
Technology (MTT), PhD candidate Ana Azevedo 
Vasconcelos (MTT) and Alejandro M. Aragón 
the Department of Precision and Microsystems 
Engineering (PME)

‘We thought why don’t we just go straight 

to the source of the noise and place 

something between the hammer and the 

interface to isolate the frequencies that are 

responsible for causing the noise’
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‘And the best thing for me,’ 

adds Vasconcelos, ‘is that 

before this project, I was 

working in the lab and couldn’t 

see the application. But now I 

can design a solution for a real 

problem and see if this solution 

works, so for me the main issue 

is that what I’m doing is real.’ 

‘We knew about this issue with the wind 

turbine monopile noise and as Alejandro had 

already been working on metamaterials for 

suppressing noise, and I had experience with 

vibration control of structures, we thought why 

don’t we combine forces and come up with a 

solution that is different from the ones that 

people have already tried’

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING IN THE MIX

LARGE-SCALE UNIT CELLS

Although Aragón expected this design to work - ‘metamaterials 

are entering many industrial fields because of their capability of 

filtering some unwanted energy’ - it is the scale of this particular 

metamaterial that is unusual. Jovanova: ‘When people talk about unit 

cells, they’re usually talking in terms of micrometres but here we’re 

talking about a unit cell that is forty centimetres, so a completely 

different order of magnitude in terms of scalability.’

The next stage of the Cohesion project is to go beyond 

simulations and manufacture a proof-of-principle prototype to test 

experimentally. ‘We decided to use nylon in the simulations because 

there’s already a lot of information about the properties of nylon,’ 

explains Vasconcelos, and we can also use a 3-D printing process.’

Meanwhile all the researchers involved are enthusiastic about 

Cohesion projects. Alejandro: ‘It’s not only the fact that you bring 

people together but you’re also given the opportunity to explore new 

concepts that otherwise would not be viable.’

‘And the best thing for me,’ adds Vasconcelos, ‘is that before this 

project, I was working in the lab and couldn’t see the application. But 

now I can design a solution for a real problem and see if this solution 

works, so for me the main issue is that what I’m doing is real.’ 
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MECHANICAL RESONATORS 

Working together as part of the Faculty of Mechanical, Maritime and 

Materials Engineering’s Cohesion Projects initiative, Norte and Bessa 

set out to produce new types of sensors that could measure weak 

forces like gravity and dark matter. These forces are notoriously hard 

to measure because the sensors - mechanical resonators - need to 

be very well isolated from outside vibrations. ‘The only way to isolate 

resonators from surrounding thermal ‘noise’ right now is to put 

them in very large, extremely expensive refrigerators, each costing 

about half a million Euros, so if you want to have a whole network 

of resonators, each with their own ‘fridge’, that becomes very 

expensive. But if one can attain high levels of vibration isolation on a 

microchip working at room temperature, then one can really start to 

unlock a lot of groundbreaking technologies.’ 

MACHINE LEARNING 

At a certain point Norte felt that his background in nano- and 

microchip technology could only get him so far: ‘If I look at all the 

research that I’ve done in the past, it’s all been me sitting there going 

‘Well I think this would work - let’s go and try it and painstakingly 

testing all these different designs… But then I realised maybe 

machine learning could help me over this experimental loop that I 

constantly find myself in – that maybe machine learning could be 

used to augment our creative possibilities.’ 

For the past two years, quantum sensing technology specialist Richard 

Norte (Department of Precision and Microsystems Engineering) has 

been working intensively with machine learning expert Miguel Bessa 

(Department of Materials Science & Engineering) - a collaboration that has 

led to a real breakthrough in science: ‘We’ve been able to experimentally 

demonstrate the world’s best vibration isolation at the micro-scale which 

has exciting implications for next-generation technologies like ultra-

sensitive sensing, non-GPS navigation and quantum Internet.’

Spider Webs inspire  
State-of-the-Art Sensor Design 

‘If one can attain high 

levels of vibration 

isolation on a 

microchip working at 

room temperature, 

then one can really 

start to unlock a lot 

of groundbreaking 

technologies’

‘We’ve basically made the 

most vibration-isolated 

object ever made and we 

did it with a design that was 

really simple’

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING IN THE MIX 1514
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Quantum sensing technology 
specialist Richard Norte 
(Department of Precision and 
Microsystems Engineering)

Machine learning expert 
Miguel Bessa (Department 
of Materials Science & 
Engineering)

So Norte sent an email to Bessa: ‘I’m more of a computational person. I’m into machine 

learning, Artificial Intelligence, and I try to apply AI to designing new materials or new 

structures either at the very small or the very large scale.’ 

Bessa describes Norte as the ideal partner because ‘he can develop nanoscale devices that 

very few people can and that allows the AI to be very creative.’ This means that instead of 

the researchers having ideas and then controlling everything in the process, the researchers 

try to delegate at least part of the tasks to machine-learning algorithms and optimisation 

algorithms. ‘So when Richard reached out and told me about these applications – and I have 

to be honest I knew very little about photonics and phononics – he was very patient with 

me. Eventually, I realised that these structures are governed by conventional mechanical 

principles but due to their size being so extreme they start behaving more quantum 

mechanically. Once Richard and I found a common language to communicate without the 

jargon of the field, we were ready to tackle the intended challenge: can machine learning and 

optimisation techniques really help in this context?’

SPIDER WEBS

However, they still needed a good initial concept design. Then, after months of hard work 

learning something about each other’s fields of expertise, inspiration hit - ‘partly as a result 

of staring into dusty corners during corona lockdown,’ jokes Norte. Spider webs! ‘We realised 

that nature has been evolving vibrational sensors over millions of years. And if you look at a 

spider web, it’s designed to sense very small vibrations while also blocking out other things 

like the wind from the trees or other environmental noise.’ 

So the team asked a specific machine learning algorithm called Bayesian Optimisation to 

come up with a really good design based on the basic geometry of a spider web, and this 

threw up something totally unexpected: ‘We saw that there was some kind of torsional 

vibration in some of the outer threads 

of the web construction,’ says Bessa, 

‘and that was actually not something 

we’d thought about. So this was really 

an outcome of the exploration by the 

algorithm.’

WORLD RECORD 

With this new insight, the team’s post-

doctoral researcher, Dongil Shin, was 

able to come up with simulations that mimic the experiments very closely. ‘And excitingly, 

when we did the simulations, the algorithm said ‘you can break the world record on one 

of the properties, a so-called Quality Factor, integral to this particular design,’ says Bessa. 

‘According to the algorithm, our simulation had a Quality Factor of 2 billion - much larger than 

anything we could find in the literature and with a design that was far simpler than anything 

proposed previously.’

‘Once Richard and I found a common language to 

communicate without the jargon of the field, we 

were ready to tackle the intended challenge: can 

machine learning and optimisation techniques 

really help in this context?’
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VALIDATION

But would the results found in the simulations hold up in practical 

experiments? This challenge was taken on by PhD student Andrea 

Cupertino, who built the web-inspired resonator using ultra-thin 

ceramics from materials often used on microchips, and then tested 

the new design in the lab. ‘It was far from easy,’ says Bessa, ‘and it 

took a while to make sure that all the experimental conditions were 

similar to the simulation but eventually it was validated, it was real! 

And so the AI really did help.’ 

‘And the cool thing about this design is that it’s able to produce great 

isolation with a minimalist geometry,’ adds Norte, ‘so now we can 

make these devices really easily, very cheaply and you don’t need 

fridges because it can all be done at room temperature.’

COHESION PROJECT

Both Bessa and Norte are convinced that this breakthrough was 

the result of collaboration between scientists from very different 

disciplines: ‘Sometimes when you’re not in the field you’re like OK 

let’s do that and put this together and you’re done but it took us 

two years - really two years  - to achieve our goal even using a fairly 

simple algorithm. The experimental technique was also very well 

known to Richard so it was truly the symbiosis between these two 

different worlds that produced something really quite nice.’

‘And I gained a new intuition out of this,’ adds Norte ‘a new way of 

looking at things and that’s much simpler than I could have ever 

imagined. We thought we were going to come up with some super-

complicated design and it ended up being this incredibly simple idea 

and that I think is the power of AI, the machine learning algorithms.’ 

‘It was truly the symbiosis 

between these two different 

worlds that produced 

something really quite nice’



The use of catheters - thin, flexible tubes through 

which medics can insert surgical instruments - has 

revolutionised minimally invasive medical procedures, 

even ones as complex as brain or heart surgery. The 

challenge now is to improve the design of catheters 

so that they can easily pass along the blood vessels 

during insertion – yet stay in place once they reach their 

target location. In other words, the new generation of 

surgical catheters needs to produce both more and less 

friction.

Designing better 
Catheters – with both 
more and less Friction

‘They soon realised that 

despite their very different 

backgrounds, the challenge....

was one that appealed to 

them both, and thus a new 

Cohesion Project was born’

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING IN THE MIX 2120
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‘We have been able to 

design steerable catheters 

that have a tip that you 

can actively bend to help 

navigate the catheter to the 

desired position in the body’ 

Originally brought together as part of an inter-technical university 

Soft Robotics project, Aimée Sakes of BioMechanical Engineering 

Department and Michaël Wiertlewski of the faculty’s Cognitive 

Robotics Department soon realised that despite their very different 

backgrounds, the challenge of modulating friction within one device 

was one that appealed to them both, and thus a new Cohesion 

Project was born.

FRICTION AND INFECTION

Sakes’ background is in the development of soft robots for use 

inside the human body mainly during minimally invasive heart or 

brain surgery: ‘One of the challenges with catheters is that human 

blood vasculature has many tiny curves so it’s very difficult to feed 

a passive tube around these curves. So we were able to design 

steerable catheters that have a tip that you can actively bend to help 

navigate the catheter to the desired position in the body.’ 

Another major challenge is the friction caused between the catheter 

and the blood vessel wall when the catheter is being fed into 

the body: ‘This friction can damage the blood vessel leading to 

inflammation and possibly to blood-clots which can either block an 

artery or cause a stroke.’ And when the catheter is removed, these 

friction issues become even greater because the artery tends to suck 

the catheter in: ‘This is a particular issue in cases where the catheter 

has almost the same diameter as the blood vessel,’ says Sakes, ‘such 

as in surgery to replace leaky heart valves.’ 

Once the catheter is where it needs to be, it then has to stay in 

that location and not move during the surgical procedure. This is 

a particular challenge in heart surgery where the pumping blood is 

continually buffeting the catheter making it very difficult to operate 

or take a biopsy for example. So an ideal design for this type of 

catheter would be one in which the friction could be modulated to  

be lesser or greater as required.

HAPTICS

Wiertlewski’s background in Cognitive Robotics, meanwhile, focuses 

on Human-Robotic Interaction and Haptics, which is all about 

stimulating the sense of touch in people such as grabbing keys in 

your pocket or touching a keyboard or a touchscreen. ‘We use this 

sense everyday without realising it and yet all this haptic information 

is important to the brain. So I’m studying how can we make devices 

that give that tactile information back to the user when they interact 

with a computer.’ One of Wiertlewski’s research specialisations is 

creating the illusion of 3-D structures or ‘bumps’ on a flat screen 

using ultrasound: ‘So think of your smart phone or iPad – right 

now it’s just a flat surface but with this technology we can create 

the illusion of feeling shapes, so that you ‘feel’ icons or textures or 

shapes.’ 

‘One of the challenges 

with catheters is 

that human blood 

vasculature has many 

tiny curves so it’s 

very difficult to feed a 

passive tube around 

these curves’
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This sensing of icons on a flat screen is 

of particular interest to car-manufacturers 

trying to tackle the increasing incidence of 

‘Driver Distraction’ already responsible for 

around 60% of traffic accidents: ‘In older 

cars, if you want to turn on the air-co, you 

can do it without taking your eyes off the 

road by just feeling the control knobs. That’s 

because you’ve had that tactile feedback, 

which trains your so-called muscle memory 

– we call it procedural memory – and that’s 

very useful for having a sense of where 

things are and how things operate. But with 

the touchscreens you find in modern cars, 

you don’t have that tactile feedback anymore 

so you have to look at the screen which 

means taking your eyes off the road.’ Using 

ultra-sonics, Wiertlewski has been able to 

develop a new technology that creates the 

illusion of shape and of being guided to an 

icon: ‘The way we change friction is that we 

send ultra-sound, so really high frequency 

vibrations, that are so quick and small, your 

skin doesn’t feel the vibrations but it does 

feel the change in friction.’ 

On hearing about Wiertlewski’s research, 

Sakes immediately realised that this new 

technology might also work in catheters as 

Michaël was working on a way to provide the 

user with tactile sensations by varying the 

way the skin resists when it slides on a flat 

surface.’

‘And I recognised that this project was about 

the need to modulate friction of living human 

tissues, albeit tissues inside the body which 

is new for me, ’ adds Wiertlewski. 

 
4-YEAR PROJECT

One year into this four year Cohesion project, Sakes, Wiertlewski and a third member of the 

team, PhD candidate Mostafa Atalla, have been able to answer the first of their two research 

questions; namely is it possible to modulate friction with ultrasound inside the body rather 

than outside? At first, simplified fluid dynamics models suggested their idea wouldn’t work 

but after performing more complex simulations and then carrying out experiments using ‘a 

sort of reduced version of a catheter’, the team came with the answer they were hoping for. 

Atalla: ‘Yes it’s possible – we were able to demonstrate the capability of modulating friction 

in a submerged environment.’ ‘Which was a relief,’ adds Wiertlewski. ‘So now we’re trying to 

understand the physics behind it.’ 

Meanwhile the second research question to be addressed is how to apply these different 

friction modulation devices to catheters. ‘Ideally, what we want is a very long catheter with 

many different segments that operate independently from each other,’ says Sakes, ‘so the 

low friction bit can actually move and the high friction bits can stay put – and that’s a very 

different problem, which we haven’t yet tackled.’

‘The next stage,’ adds Atalla, ‘is to develop some type of prototype so like a flexible tube just 

to illustrate the principle that this system could work inside another flexible tube so imitating 

the situation of a catheter within a blood vessel.’

Aimee Sakes of BioMechanical Engineering  
Department and Michaël Wiertlewski of 
Cognitive Robotics

‘Ideally, what we want is a very long catheter with 

many different segments that operate independently 

from each other’
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‘MTT is highly interdisciplinary,’ says Atasoy, ‘so even though we work 

in the same department, Austin and I are doing very different types of 

work. I look at transportation problems, optimising how things move, 

and I’m particularly interested in how behaviour plays a role there. For 

example, why does someone choose to send a container via one route as 

opposed to another? If we understand this 

behavioural aspect, we can design better 

transport systems.’

‘And my background is in ship design, 

primarily early stage design for complex 

ships such as cruise ships, naval vessels 

and ships that service wind turbines,’ 

explains Kana. ‘And as part of that, we 

need to make decisions about ship layout - where to put what types of 

technology - and that was what was interesting about Bilge’s research - 

modelling how people make these sorts of decisions in different contexts.’

Ultra-large cruise ships are designed to accommodate 7.000 people so 

layout design is crucial to optimising passenger experience as well as 

safe evacuation procedures. In a one-year Cohesion project, researchers 

Austin Kana and Bilge Atasoy, of the Department of Maritime and Transport 

Technology (MTT), joined forces with Javier Alonso-Mora at the Department 

of Cognitive Robotics (CoR) to model how passengers move around super 

large cruise ships with the aim of improving ship layout design.

Modelling Crowd 
Behaviour for Ultra-
Large Ship Design 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING IN THE MIX 27

‘We wanted to look at ship 

design from the perspective 

of how the crowd moves in 

a ship so we could design a 

better layout’

‘One of the important things is that we 

are not tied to any particular industry – 

we have the freedom to do fundamental 

science, try crazy ideas!’

26
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CHOICE MODEL WITH A DIFFERENCE

A year later - and despite the holdups as a result of 

the pandemic - the team has a good basis for further 

work. Atasoy: ‘We have a range of results and we can 

include different possibilities about how people make 

choices - and we have a basic choice model which is a 

little different from what’s out there in the literature.’ So 

with both the simulation and the data ready to go, a little 

more work should see the first paper being published 

soon. ‘If I’m honest, I think one year is a bit too short 

for a Cohesion project,’ reflects Kana. ‘It takes a few 

months to get up and going – and once you’re running, 

you’ve only got two or three months to finish and if we’d 

had a few more months, I have no doubt that we’d have 

something beautiful by now.’

FREEDOM AND GOOD BRAINS

Meanwhile their Cohesion project has brought other 

benefits. Alonso-Mora: ‘What I’ve learnt, other than 

getting to know Austin and Bilge, is that it was nice to 

see the different ways to model behaviour and to model 

how people move – and we can use that to make better 

robots as well.’

As for Cohesion projects in general, Atasoy is 

enthusiastic: ‘One of the important things is that we are 

not tied to any particular industry – we have the freedom 

to do fundamental science, try crazy ideas! So I think 

that’s a positive thing about Cohesion – maybe you don’t 

always reach the final goal but at least you brainstorm 

about it - and you brainstorm with good brains!’

Researchers Austin Kana 
and Bilge Atasoy, of the 
Department of Maritime 
and Transport Technology 
(MTT), joined forces with 
Javier Alonso-Mora at the 
Department of Cognitive 
Robotics (CoR)

‘Understanding 

human behaviour 

is all-important 

when designing an 

evacuation procedure 

for a large and 

complex ship’

BOTH SAFETY AND PASSENGER EXPERIENCE

Understanding human behaviour is all-important when designing an evacuation procedure 

for a large and complex ship, especially when there are 7000 people, all behaving differently: 

‘Many standard models make the assumption that you just follow the most direct way out,’ 

says Kana, ‘but in reality, you’re going to be influenced by things like your mobility - children 

move around differently from elderly people or people in wheelchairs. Or if you’re with friends 

and family, you might start looking for them first.’

‘And there’s also the influence of the behaviour of the crowds around you,’ continues Atasoy. 

But evacuation procedures was just one part of this project: ‘We started looking at how 

people generally move about in airports or hospitals, taking inspiration from big buildings and 

architecture, then applying that to large cruise ships. So these were our two aims - to make 

these ultra-large ships safer but also better from a passenger enjoyment perspective.’

HOW ROBOTS MOVE AROUND HUMANS

Kana met Atasoy while working on a project that involved simulating 

evacuation strategies on large cruise ships, and they discussed 

setting up a Cohesion project together. Atasoy: ‘We wanted to look at 

ship design from the perspective of how the crowd moves in a ship 

so we could design a better layout; for instance, design the aisles 

differently or plan better locations for different facilities.’

Kana also approached Alonso-Mora at the Department of Cognitive 

Robotics: ‘I just ‘cold-called’ Javier and asked him about his 

experience with robot-modelling and movements.’ And Alonso-

Mora was happy to come on board: ‘We have a lot of experience 

in Reactive Collision Avoidance, which is robots moving around 

humans, so that fits very well with analysing how crowds move.’

WUHAN AND COVID-19

The Cohesion team was also keen to make use of the expertise of 

Yapeng Li, a guest researcher who had spent at year at MTT working 

with Kana: ‘But in November 2019, just before the project started, 

Yapeng had to go home to Wuhan in China - and the rest is history!’ 

explains Kana, recalling the early days of the Covid-19 pandemic 

with Wuhan at its epicentre. Fortunately Atasoy knew other people 

who were working on choice models including PhD graduate, 

Jishnu Sreekantan Nair at the Department of Civil Engineering (CE). 

‘Although Jishnu didn’t know much about ship design, working with 

someone from a totally different background worked really well,’ says 

Kana. Nevertheless, there were a few delays since Sreekantan Nair 

had to build his own simulator, and that took time: ‘This meant that 

by the end of the project, he hadn’t got as many results as he had 

wanted.’



Reducing Large Data for 
Efficient Perception in 
Driverless Vehicles

‘Tensor Decomposition for Efficient Robotic Perception’ is a Cohesion 

project, bringing together Dr Kim Batselier of Delft Center for Systems 

and Control (DCSC) and Dr Julian Kooij of the Intelligent Vehicles group 

at the department of Cognitive Robotics (CoR). Their aim is to use the 

mathematical concept of Tensor Decomposition to compress the huge 

amounts of sensory data perceived by driverless vehicles to improve their 

overall efficiency.
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So what is Tensor Decomposition? ‘It’s a way to reduce large data to 

small data,’ says Kooij, ‘It’s been applied to various types of task but 

not really to this kind of problem where you take a lot of sensor data 

and compress it. So the project’s about applying these mathematical 

techniques to the perception side of robotics to see what benefits we 

can gain by reducing the amount of data that needs to be processed.’

LOTS OF SENSOR DATA

Self-driving vehicles need a lot of sensor data of many different 

types: ‘With robotic vehicles you have cameras, you have laser 

scanning - Lidar or Light Detection and Ranging - you also have 

automotive radar, and maybe even audio microphones so all kinds of 

sensor data comes streaming in and you need to be able to process 

this all at once’, explains Kooij.  

‘And if you think about a self-driving car,’ adds Batselier, ‘if someone 

crosses the road, then the car needs to detect that person - that’s 

where the whole robotic perception comes in - and then immediately 

process it and act on it to stop the car in time. You can’t stop a 

second after you’ve seen the pedestrian, you have to have very short 

reaction time so the process needs to move fast and efficiently.’

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

One solution of course is bigger and more powerful machines in 

the back of the car but the more perception tasks the vehicle needs 

to make – for monitoring the surroundings, or comparing incoming 

images with a database of known locations, or even making 

predictions – the greater the amount of data that needs to be 

processed. ‘And more processing means more expensive hardware, 

and more heat and more energy.’ 

So Batselier and Kooij’s approach is to take existing methods and 

then compress them ‘in a smart way.’ In other words, remove the 

parameters that you don’t actually need - this is the compression 

part – so there’s less to process. ‘And you can have different trade-

offs,’ says Kooij. ‘Either you reduce the processing needs for the 

same latency i.e. the time delay between perception, processing 

and reaction, or you just need less hardware, or you have the same 

hardware but do more tasks.’ 

‘But what it comes down to,’ summarises Batselier, ‘if you have a 

full tank of gas or battery in your self-driving car, and it has to do 

all these tasks, how many kilometres can it drive before recharging 

basically? How efficient can you make it?’ 

Dr Kim Batselier of Delft 
Center for System and 
Control (DCSC) and 
Dr Julian Kooij of the 
Intelligent Vehicles group 
at the department of 
Cognitive Robotics (CoR)

‘You can’t stop a second after 

you’ve seen the pedestrian, 

you have to have very short 

reaction time so the process 

needs to ‘‘move fast and 

efficiently’
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CHOICES AND CONNECTION POINTS

In the first stages of a 4-year PhD project, the Cohesion team is 

currently focussed on the process of how to make the choices 

about where and how to compress. ‘There are many, many 

choices possible,’ says Kooij, ‘but how do you make these choices? 

Some data might be compressible and it’s actually a really good 

representation because the data itself was not inherently very 

complex. In other cases there may be a lot of important details in the 

data that you’re trying to compress and then you lose a lot of that 

detail.’ 

‘So Tensor Decomposition formulae can be used as a compression 

technique to help make these choices,’ adds Batselier.

LANGUAGE, RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND INSPIRATION

In the meantime, it’s clear that working with someone from a completely different discipline 

has challenges but also benefits. Batselier: ‘Cohesion triggers you to look out for people and 

for intersections, places where the research could converge. Julian and I had some meetings 

and things started to converge more and more which led to the project proposal - but it took 

some time because we first had to find some common language between us!’ 

‘Yes, language is an interesting point. And I’ve had this more often with people from Kim’s 

department, Systems and Control,’ laughs Kooij. ‘But I think it’s also that the type of research 

question you’re asking is very different. So you might be working on similar concepts but one 

says, ‘we want to work on this because clearly we want to get our mathematical proof’ and 

you’re like ‘But wait – you use these things to do this right?’ And then it’s ‘No we use these 

things to do that!’ So it is language but it’s also different conferences, different journals, 

different ways of writing papers, different research questions and different directions, and 

then figuring out: does it mean the same or something different?’ ‘So does this mean they 

have to change the way they think? ‘Not really,’ says Batselier, ‘it’s more a case of extending 

the way you think’.

‘It’s clear that working with 

someone from a completely 

different discipline has 

challenges but also benefits’

‘So it is language but it’s 

also different conferences, 

different journals, different 

ways of writing papers, 

different research questions 

and different directions, and 

then figuring out: does it 

mean the same or something 

different?’
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When we use our arms to perform everyday tasks like brushing our hair or taking something 

out of a cupboard, we do it automatically, never considering the many adjustments and 

reorientations our muscles need to make. Only when we try to design robots that perform 

these same tasks, do we start to appreciate the difficulties involved. How our own muscles 

perform such reach and grab movements may teach us a lot yet we have a long way to go in 

our understanding of how that works as many of our today’s most advanced robots collapse 

when faced with the relatively simple task of opening a door.

Designing a Wearable Robotic 
Device to Apply Forces
and Measure Responses in 
the Human Arm

‘There is an urgent need for a 

device that can generate forces 

on the human limb, in various 

directions, and outside restrictive 

lab settings’
According to Winfred Mugge (BMechE) and Volkert van der 

Wijk (PME), part of the problem is that we lack the fundamental 

understanding of the mechanics and control of our muscles 

– specifically how they respond to applied external forces, or 

perturbations – so we need to design appropriate equipment. While 

there are a few types of apparatus that can do this, they are all 

large and laboratory-based, which makes them difficult to use in 

everyday situations. ‘So there is an urgent need for a device that can 

generate forces on the human limb, in various directions, and outside 

restrictive lab settings,’ say Mugge and Van der Wijk, which was how 

their Cohesion project began: with the goal of designing a wearable 

low-mass device that can produce strategically timed perturbations, 

without interfering with the normal behaviour of the arm. 
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OUTSIDE-OF-THE-BOX THINKING

So far a prototype has been designed and 

built. The follow up should incorporate 

measuring muscle responses, validating 

the device. Mugge is happy with how the 

Cohesion project has gone and especially 

with the resulting device: ‘For me it was 

specifically the application which was of 

interest.’ 

Van der Wijk has enjoyed the experience too, 

relishing the chance ‘to make a 180 degree 

turn from making a device as balanced as 

possible to as unbalanced as possible. Then 

also to use this robotic manipulator around 

an arm which is completely out-of-the-box 

thinking.’

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING IN THE MIX

Winfred Mugge (BMechE) 
and Volkert van der Wijk 
(PME)

‘It’s very useful to have a 

device that can give very 

well-specified forces in 

different directions’

One year into the project, the team’s Master’s student Robbert Koene has built a proof-of-

concept prototype consisting of an inner ring that fits around the wrist, and an outer ring 

connected to the inner ring through four parallel actuated links. ‘It’s a lightweight device 

which can apply a very specific force in one of three directions on your arm, along the x, y or z 

axis,’ explains Koene. ‘So if you apply a pulse of 5 Newtons say for 10 millisecs and you know 

the displacement of your arm, then you can say something about the degree of stiffness and 

the damping of your arm - so how everything moves basically, So it’s very useful to have a 

device that can give very well-specified forces in different directions.’ 

NEUROMECHANICS MEETS DYNAMIC BALANCING

With a background in neuromechanics, Mugge works with people 

who have movement disorders such as tremor in Parkinson’s 

disease ‘monitoring the progress of the disease and trying to 

diagnose what’s going on. So we build devices that do that and also 

supress tremors – that’s how I got into wearable devices.’ 

Meanwhile Van der Wijk is a specialist in dynamic balancing: ‘I work 

on the design of linkages and moving mechanisms which have to be 

balanced dynamically because if you turn these linkages into robotic 

systems, they have to be able to move very fast without causing 

any vibrations, and that’s of course very useful in the micro-systems 

industry.’

But rather than supressing tremors or reducing vibrations, the aim of 

this project was to produce a device that did the opposite: produce 

perturbations. ‘Perturbations make it possible for us to identify 

the system that responds to it,’ explains Mugge. ‘In this case the 

system is the nervous system of the human body which controls 

your movements, and you can tell something about the dynamics 

of this system by the way it responds to these forces.’ If you apply a 

specific force and measure the muscle response and the resulting 

movement, then that will tell you the weight of the limb and other 

properties that affect movement.
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HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT

‘The idea for the first project came together quickly,’ explains Dey, 

‘because we knew that we wanted to tackle the problem of Hydrogen 

Embrittlement.’ This is the phenomenon of degradation of materials, 

particularly steels, in the presence of hydrogen that can cause 

cracks in a pipeline or a bridge: ‘Hydrogen Embrittlement has been 

a problem for decades but it’s still unresolved because we don’t 

understand what the mechanisms are - partly because it happens 

at different scales. So we decided we wanted to get a fundamental 

understanding of what was happening at every scale and that’s why 

we wanted to work together because I work at the atomistic level, 

Otto at one scale higher, the molecular level, and then Carey’s higher 

again, at the actual structural level.’

‘Both projects are about hydrogen,’ says Othon Moultos of Department of 

Process and Energy (P&E) ‘because this is what brought us all together,’ 

referring to his Cohesion partners, Poulumi Dey of the Department 

of Materials Science and Engineering (MSE) and Carey Walters of the 

Department of Maritime and Transport Technology (MTT). Moreover, the 

success of this first Cohesion project ‘Multi-scale Modelling of Hydrogen 

Embrittlement’ led to a second collaboration between Moultos and Dey: a 

4-year PhD project involving computational discovery of hydrogen storage 

materials.

Multi-scale Modelling of 
Hydrogen Embrittlement 
inspires State-of-the-Art 
Simulations for Hydrogen 
Storage 
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BRIDGE OF SCALES

‘It was really this bridge of scales, so going from the fundamental to the more applied, that 

was important to understanding how the structural integrity of a pipeline, for instance, will 

hold in the presence of hydrogen,’ says Moultos. ‘So at Carey’s scale, he can answer the 

question of where the pipeline breaks, at my scale I can answer the question of how fast 

hydrogen diffuses through the pipeline, and at the atomistic scale, Poulumi can tell you how 

strongly the hydrogen binds to other materials.’ 

GAS AND OIL PIPELINES IN THE 
NETHERLANDS

With Energy Transition becoming a huge issue right now, 

and hydrogen emerging as a cleaner and more sustainably 

produced alternative to fossil fuels, understanding the 

mechanisms behind Hydrogen Embrittlement has become 

an even greater priority, both worldwide and here in the 

Netherlands: ‘This country has been producing its own 

oil and gas since the ‘80s, using an extensive network 

of steel pipelines to distribute it nationwide. Now, with 

the Dutch government’s new hydrogen agenda, they’re 

thinking about using this same network to transport 

hydrogen.’ So of course it’s important to understand how 

Hydrogen Embrittlement could affect existing pipelines 

so we know whether or not they are structurally suitable 

for the distribution hydrogen. Poulumi: ‘One problem with 

hydrogen is that it’s an extremely small molecule that 

penetrates materials much more than other gases with 

larger molecules such as methane, or natural gas.’

NEW SOFTWARE AND THE ‘RIGHT TO PLAY’

One year, two post-doctoral researchers and three partners 

later, the first Cohesion project has ended - with much to 

show for it. Walters: ‘We’ve published two papers - both of 

which have given us a good basis of understanding how 

hydrogen is distributed within steel, and that’s important to 

understanding how steel fails in the presence of hydrogen.’ 

The project’s also produced some important infrastructure, 

software, and what Walters calls the ‘right to play’: ‘We 

have a reputation now as being a group of people who are 

doing good things on hydrogen and that has helped us all 

considerably.’

BOROPHENE AND HYDROGEN STORAGE

Meanwhile Moultos and Dey are collaborating on a second Cohesion 

project entitled ‘Computational discovery of hydrogen storage 

materials.’ Dey: ‘The question is how can hydrogen be stored 

efficiently and within a reasonable volume? We already know that 

some materials are in principle good for storage, but the hydrogen 

binds so strongly you need to add things to get it back. So we’re 

wondering how we can ‘tune’ the properties of the material at the 

atomic or molecular level for more efficient hydrogen storage.’

Graphene for instance looks to be a promising contender, particularly 

‘defective graphene,’ which is engineered to have ‘defects’ or 

vacancies where hydrogen can bind more tightly. But Dey and 

Moultos are now focussing on a new boron-based material called 

borophene, which like graphene is composed of a layer that is just 

one atom thick. ‘This project is a bit more ‘blue sky’, so beyond state-

of-the-art, which you can’t normally do,’ says Moultos. ‘And that’s the 

good thing about Cohesion projects - to be able to do these kind of 

exploratory research projects, use your imagination and blend your 

expertise - and I think it works beautifully.’

Othon Moultos of Department 
of Process and Energy (P&E), 
Poulumi Dey of the Department of 
Materials Science and Engineering 
(MSE) and Carey Walters of the 
Department of Maritime and 
Transport Technology (MTT)

‘And that’s the good thing about 

Cohesion projects - to be able 

to do these kind of exploratory 

research projects, use your 

imagination and blend your 

expertise - and I think it works 

beautifully’
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How do you navigate equipment over the seabed when there’s no light 

and no GPS signal? The most energy efficient and least environmentally 

disruptive solution may be to create magnetic fields maps. Manon Kok of 

the Delft Center for Systems and Control (DCSC) and Rudy Helmons at the 

Department of Maritime and Transport Technology (MTT) are collaborating 

on a 4-year Cohesion Project entitled Enhanced Underwater Localisation 

using the Magnetic Field.

Underwater 
Localisation using 
Magnetic Fields

‘Cohesion happened 

naturally because we had 

been in contact before and 

we’d found this common 

middle ground’

MAGNETIC FIELDS IN BUILDINGS

‘Cohesion happened naturally because we had been 

in contact before and we’d found this common middle 

ground,’ remembers Kok. ‘I’d been working on indoor 

localisation of people inside large buildings using the 

magnetic field. So imagine you’re a firefighter running 

into a hospital or a shopping mall and there’s smoke 

everywhere so you can’t see. If you can have a map of 

the magnetic field in that building, and a way to sense 

the level of magnetism as you progress through the 

building, you can work out where you are.’ Particular 

locations or structures will have an effect on the 

magnetic field – think of metal radiators or steel used in 

the building’s construction – and these effects can be 

mapped. 

Prior to being invited to join the Cohesion team, PhD 

student Frida Viset had worked with Kok on this project: 

‘When we model magnetic fields, we measure the points 

where the field is relatively weak and relatively strong, 

and then use those measurements to make a pattern 

a bit like a relief map. So if you come back and see a 

similar magnetic pattern, then you know that you’re 

probably in the same location.’ 
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NAVIGATING THE SEABED

Helmons’ expertise meanwhile is in offshore mining, developing 

technology to extract or recover metals from the seabed, typically 

kilometres below the surface where it’s pitch black: ‘In a mining 

operation, we know that when we interact with the seabed, we create 

disturbances - for example sediment plumes - and you can’t use 

optics because you can’t see a thing, and you certainly can’t use GPS 

which only penetrates water to a depth of three centimetres! So it 

would be incredibly useful to have an alternative way to map these 

depths – particularly if it uses much less power to operate or can be 

used in areas where other sensing-technologies such as optometry 

will not work.’

It was while working on localisation in buildings that Kok and Viset 

realised that localisation underwater has similar problems: ‘You can’t 

use GPS inside a building because the signals are blocked by the 

walls and ceilings, and you can’t use GPS underwater because the 

water blocks the signal. So we began to wonder whether we could 

use our localisation techniques with magnetic fields in underwater 

situations as well.’ 

‘And at sea, disturbances in the magnetic field can be caused by 

many things such as proximity to a harbour or a lock, or even other 

sub-sea robots, ‘ adds Helmons.

DIFFERENT LANGUAGE AND DIFFERENT APPROACH

Having met earlier at the 3mE Talent Event, Kok and Helmons 

knew quite quickly that they wanted to propose a Cohesion project 

together and also the direction that they wanted to take but once 

they’d begun the project, there was certainly a period of adjustment: 

‘We spent some time getting to know each other’s field and how 

each other thinks. Also because we’re working on such different 

topics, we had to learn to speak the same language,’ says Kok.

‘And I think we’re still working on that,’ laughs Helmons. ‘A major 

difference is that Manon is focussed on a more fundamental 

approach towards science while I’m much more focussed on 

application so bridging those two factors is quite a challenge - but 

also fun!’

A PAPER, A PROPOSAL AND A SPINOFF

Not quite halfway through the project, there are already results. Viset: 

‘I had my first journal publication in the direction of making magnetic 

field localisation computation tractable, meaning that this technique 

could for example be employed on smaller, lighter underwater 

vehicles - drones - where you have limited computational capacity.’

‘And we now have an initial collaboration with Carlos Hernandez 

Corbato at Cognitive Robotics, which is a very nice spinoff of our 

Cohesion project,’ says Helmons. ‘We’re looking into how we can 

further develop underwater robotics and expand that field because 

at MTT, a lot of research is being done on equipment or ships at the 

water surface, and in my group, we’re mostly focussing on processes 

that interact with the seabed, but there’s hardly anything being done 

at 3mE on everything going on in between the sea surface and 

seabed, so it would be great if we could get some research going 

there.’

FREEDOM AND ROOM TO EXPLORE

So as far as Cohesion is concerned, there is definitely added value. 

Kok: ‘I think this project is a really nice example of starting off 

something that we were not working on and also other people were 

not working on and so there’s a lot of room for exploring new things.’

Meanwhile, the Cohesion team has submitted a Horizon Europe 

proposal, which is an example of how this application could be 

used for monitoring deep sea mining equipment - and the 3mE 

contribution to this proposal follows directly on from their project. 

‘That’s the nice thing about a Cohesion project,’ reflects Helmons, 

‘you have absolute freedom in any direction that is valid - and it’s 

lovely!’
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Manon Kok of the Delft 
Center for Systems and 
Control (DCSC) and 
Rudy Helmons at the 
Department of Maritime 
and Transport Technology 
(MTT)



‘We wanted to have a new 

facility in order to study exactly 

how cavitation develops and 

what we can do about it’

Cavitation is a phenomenon that causes shipping a lot of problems – 

damage to propellers, noise in the marine environment and vibrations 

in the ship to name a few. Determined to study this process in depth, 

Professor Tom van Terwisga of the Department of Maritime and Transport 

Technology (MTT) and Professor Jerry Westerweel of the Department 

of Process and Energy (P&E) worked together to design a new type of 

Cavitation Tunnel – a one-year Cohesion project that led to the construction 

of an experimental facility that is unique in the world.

From Cohesion Project to 
the World’s First Sea water 
Cavitation Tunnel

‘We were already co-operating a lot,’ says van Terwisga, referring 

to the MTT and P&E departments, ‘and we did have a very old 

Cavitation Tunnel from the 1960’s. But it was leaking – not just water, 

it was also taking in air, which meant the air content of the water in 

the tunnel changed continuously during operation.’ As it’s recently 

become clear that air content in water is an important factor in 

causing vibration problems in ships with cavitating propellers ‘…we 

wanted to have a new facility in order to study exactly how cavitation 

develops and what we can do about it.’
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TINY BUBBLES MAKING HOLES IN STEEL

Cavitation happens when bubbles of vapour form in water under 

low-pressure conditions – and then suddenly collapse when the 

pressure increases again, creating little shockwaves. When this is 

repeated over and over again, as happens with pumps and propellers 

for example, it can cause metal fatigue. ‘You can actually see the 

same process in your kettle at home. As the water heats up, you see 

bubbles being created at the bottom, which grow as the temperature 

approaches boiling point – at which point, it starts to make quite a 

bit of noise as well. Well you can also get the same effect, not by 

increasing the temperature, but by decreasing the pressure.’ This is 

the same phenomenon that requires water in our kitchen kettle to 

reach 100 degrees Centigrade before it boils yet on top of Mount 

Everest where the ambient pressure is much lower it’s already boiling 

at around 60 degrees Centigrade. ‘And if you lower the pressure 

even more, water starts bubbling at 15 degrees Centigrade, which is 

sea-water temperature - and that’s what happens in the vicinity of the 

propeller.’

Prof. Tom van Terwisga 
of the Department of 
Maritime and Transport 
Technology (MTT)

FISH AND SEA MAMMALS

Not only do cavitation bubbles cause damage, they also cause 

radiated noise around the propeller: ‘Aside from engine noise, 

cavitation is the main source of noise in a ship,’ says van Terwisga. 

‘At lower speeds, machinery noise is dominant but at 10 knots or 

more, which is typical of most sea-going ships and ferry-boats, 

cavitation on the propeller is unavoidable and it becomes the 

dominant source for radiated noise, which is very disturbing to fish 

and sea mammals.’ 

‘Cavitation becomes the 

dominant source for radiated 

noise, which is very disturbing 

to fish and sea mammals’ 
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‘I was told that I needed to 

contact Jerry Westerweel. 

With him as a collaborator, 

we were able to make 

use of his expertise and 

make advanced flow 

measurements. ’

Nowadays it’s possible to design propellers that avoid 

cavitation but they come at the cost of energy efficiency, 

which is not ideal in a world that wants to reduce carbon 

emissions: ‘So we need to find a balance between 

acceptable cavitation, acceptable radiated noise from 

the propeller and yet the highest possible efficiency.’ 

FROM COHESION PROJECT TO MULTI-PHASE 
FLOW TUNNEL

In 2016, van Terwisga and Westerweel proposed 

a Cohesion project with the goal of specifying and 

designing a new type of cavitation tunnel – one that 

operates on sea water: ‘Salinity has a significant effect 

on cavitation and all cavitation tunnels built so far are 

operating in fresh water yet most ships sail on salt 

water. So the director of the maritime research institute 

said to me if you want to build a new cavitation facility, 

make sure that it’s unique and fill it with salt water, and 

we said Yes that fits in seamlessly with our plans.’ 

After a year, working with a young researcher, Swaraj 

Nanda, van Terwisga and Westerweel had a draft design: 

‘And that starting point was sufficiently convincing 

to get funding from the Dutch Science Foundation, 

NWO, to elaborate a more practical design for the new 

cavitation tunnel and build it. This became part of the 

‘AQUA’ programme on the effects of water quality on 

multi-phase flows in maritime applications. So really 

the Cohesion project seeded the plans for the further 

development of what was to become our Multi-phase 

Flow Tunnel.’

As is often the case however, the project became much 

more expensive than the original budget but happily the 

Dean of 3mE, Theun Baller, stepped in to provide the rest 

of the funding: ‘Theun was willing to take the risks, both 

financial and technical, so he played a major role for 

which we’re very grateful.’

OLD FRIENDS

Van Terwisga is also very happy that ‘Cohesion’ gave 

him the chance to work on a project together with 

Westerweel who he’d known for some time: ‘When I 

started as a visiting professor here in Delft, my first 

experiments were with the old Cavitation tunnel 

and I needed laser equipment to do the velocity 

measurements - that was absolutely essential - and 

I was told that I needed to contact Jerry Westerweel. 

With him as a collaborator, we were able to make use of 

his expertise and make advanced flow measurements. 

So Jerry and I have been friends since I started here in 

2001!’

Prof. Jerry Westerweel of 
the Department of Process 
& Energy
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Half of people aged 60 or more experience shoulder damage, mainly because of wear-and-tear. 

Treatment is usually surgery followed by a lengthy period of physiotherapy – short sessions 

of careful physical manipulation that avoids injuring recovering muscles and tendons. But 

research shows that shoulders recover better and more quickly if they are manipulated more 

often and put through a wider range of movements. This demands a better insight into the 

working of the shoulder joint, which is where robots can play an important role. In a one-year 

Cohesion project, Dr Ajay Seth at Biomechanical Engineering (BME) collaborated with Dr Luka 

Peternel at Cognitive Robotics (CoR) and post-doctoral researcher, Dr Micah Prendergast to 

design a ‘biomechanics aware’ robotic system that delivers optimal rehabilitation of rotator-

cuff injuries within self-defined safety limits.

Robotic Physical 
Therapy for 
Safe Shoulder 
Rehabilitation

‘Understanding the 

ergonomics of human  

co-workers enables robots to 

adjust their way of working 

with humans to make it 

easier for humans to work 

with robots!’

Where did the idea for this Cohesion project come from? ‘Before I 

came to Delft, I had developed a model to look at the mechanics 

of the shoulder and what muscles are doing to generate certain 

movements,’ explains Seth, whose background in Computational 

Biomechanics enables him to create musculoskeletal models to 

understand better how humans move. 

‘And I had already used your biomechanical models while working 

on human-robot collaboration,’ adds Peternel. ‘Understanding the 

ergonomics of human co-workers enables robots to adjust their way 

of working with humans to make it easier for humans to work with 

robots! So having already used Ajay’s models, I thought our areas of 

expertise would be a perfect combination for a Cohesion project.’
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ROTATOR-CUFF INJURIES

Within the BME department, experts in shoulder anatomy and 

modelling pointed to rotator-cuff muscles, which are highly prone to 

injury: in fact it’s estimated that about 22% of the general population 

will experience rotator-cuff damage at some stage in their life. ‘This 

is because the shoulder joint is a complex structure with a wide 

range of movement,’ explains Seth. ‘There’s very little bone there and 

it’s mostly held together by soft tissues and muscles, including the 

four rotator-cuff muscles.’

If a rotator-cuff muscle or tendon is damaged, it is typically repaired 

surgically - then follows a long period of physical therapy. But while 

the literature shows that shoulders recover better and faster the 

more they are exercised, physiotherapists have to be extremely 

careful not to overdo either the range or the amount of manipulation 

because of a relatively high risk of damaging the recovering soft-

tissue. Part of the problem is that it is difficult to see what’s actually 

happening deep inside a person’s shoulder and therefore determine 

the degree of possible movement in each direction without risk 

of re-injury – all of which means that post-operative shoulder 

rehabilitation tends to be overly conservative.

STRAIN MAPS

Post-doctoral researcher Prendergast, whose expertise is in 

Mechatronics and Medical robotics, joined the team in 2020: ‘We 

needed to understand from the biomechanical side exactly what 

was happening inside the patient’s shoulder when they move their 

arm around so the first thing we did was build strain maps for the 

tendons of the rotator-cuff muscles.’ Strain maps are spatial maps 

based on movements in three dimensions so if your arm is in one 

particular position, the map reveals the strains that injured tendons 

are experiencing at that point. ‘Our primary goal was to use these 

strain maps to inform the robot of the tendon strain in each of the 

four rotator-cuff muscles throughout the range of motions.’ 

Dr Ajay Seth at 
Biomechanical Engineering 
(BME) collaborated with  
Dr Luka Peternel at 
Cognitive Robotics (CoR)

‘It’s estimated that 

about 22% of the 

general population will 

experience rotator-cuff 

damage at some stage 

in their life’
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Having done this, Prendergast was able to plan trajectories that 

avoid putting undue strain on these tendons: ‘We created a map of 

possible arm movements that the robot can use to plan a course of 

safe movements. So essentially we can tell the robot to manoeuvre 

around this particular pose of the arm because we know that if we 

go in there, we are straining one or more of the rotator-cuff tendons.’ 

‘It’s a bit like having a ship and a chart of the reefs - you know where 

you have to go to avoid the reefs,’ adds Peternel.

Being able to chart the space of all possible movements and know 

where both the safe as well as the unsafe movements are, it should 

now be possible to create a new range of exercises. Furthermore, 

using the images from each patient’s CT or MRI scan made before 

surgery, it should be possible to customise physical therapy to each 

patient and their specific injury. Prendergast: ‘So it’s actually a very 

powerful tool and the part that brings it all together and allows it to 

work is that it’s not a human moving the patient around, it’s a robot 

that can be safely controlled to implement these more complex 

exercises which is really where the human-robot interaction comes 

into play.’

POST-COHESION PROJECT

Their paper ‘Biomechanics Aware Collaborative Robot System 

for Delivery of Safe Physical Therapy in Shoulder Rehabilitation’ 

(June 2021) was published in IEEE Robotics & Automation and 

Seth, Peternel and Prendergast have applied for a patent on their 

system. They also have plans to continue working together as the 

collaboration worked for them all: ‘Now I appreciate the complexity 

that’s behind this model,’ says Peternel. ‘Before the Cohesion project, 

I was just using it but now I see how much work goes into applying 

the model to something as complex and advanced as a shoulder. 

Also we’re a good team!’ 

For Prendergast, the project was about learning to pull out the most 

important pieces of information and put them together rapidly: ‘We 

really hit the ground running and we were ready to write this paper 

within about six months so we moved quickly.’ 

‘And for me as a modeller,’ adds Seth, ‘it’s always been about how I 

can use the models to make people’s lives better so robotics is the 

perfect answer – the ying to the yang; now we have this insight into 

the person, what can we do to improve their situation and the robot 

can look at it and execute a plan, closing the loop with this person.’

Before the Cohesion project, 

I was just using it but now 

I see how much work goes 

into applying the model to 

something as complex and 

advanced as a shoulder.  

Also we’re a good team!
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